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Abstract: In this paper two-point boundary value problems for systems of second-order differential equations with 
constant coefficients are studied in terms of the solution of an algebraic matrix equation related to the problem. The 
interplay between the differential and the algebraic problems is used to obtain approximate solutions and upper error 
bounds of the boundary value problem in terms of approximate solutions and upper error bounds of the algebraic 
matrix equation. 
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1. Introduction 
Throughout this paper Iw p X 4 denotes the set of all p X q matrices with real entries. If A is a 
matrix in BBPXP, its transpose matrix is denoted by AT. If A = ( aii) is a matrix in Iw PXq, we 
represent by 11 A 11 its Euclidean operator norm, defined by x12, where X is the maximum 
eigenvalue of ATA [15, p.411. The Frobenius norm of A, denoted by 11 A IIF is defined by the 
expression 
i i 
i/2 
IIAII,= i’ ib,J2 . 
i=l j-1 
Systems of second-order differential equations of the type 
x”(t) +A,x’(t) +A,x(t) =f(t), 0.1) 
where Aj, for i = 0, 1, are matrices in oBPX,.,, x(t), f(t) are in lwPXl and f is continuous, appear 
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in vibrational systems theory [12], in thermal and electrical problems [5] and from finite 
approximations to distributed parameter systems described by partial differential equations [l]. 
The aim of this paper is to find approximate solutions and upper error bounds of them for 
two-point boundary value systems of the type 
x”(t) +&x’(r) +&x(t) =f(t), O<t<b, 
&x(O) + F,x(b) = G,, E2x’(0) + F,x’( b) = G,, (1.2) 
where Ai, Ej, F,, for i = 0, 1, 1 <<j < 2, are matrices in RPxP, G,, f(t) and x(t) are in RPxl for 
each t E [0, b] and f is continuous. 
The standard way to solve problems of the type (1.2) is based on the change x =yr, x’ =y2, 
and the consideration of the extended linear system 
y’(t) = Q(t) + g(t), Y = [;;I, g(t) = [,p,,]? c= [ _y& _;J W3) 
and the equivalent boundary condition 
[di&L E2)] ~(0) + [d&d% F,)] YW = z1 .[ 1 2 (l-4 
Under appropriate conditions, see [ll] for details, the unique solution y of problem (1.3), (1.4) is 
given in terms of the exponential of the matrix C defined by (1.3). Hence x(t) = [I, 0] y(t), is 
the solution of the two-point boundary value problem (1.2). This approach has some obvious 
inconveniences, for instance, the uniqueness condition as well as the solution y(t) of problem 
(1.3), (1.4) are given in terms of the matrix C which involves an increase of the dimension of the 
problem and a lack of explicitness because of the relationship x(t) = [I, 0] y(t), see [ll]. 
Numerical solutions of time-varying boundary value problems of the type 
y’(t) =A(t)y(t) + g(t), 0 < t < b, 
B,Y(O) = 0, &Y(b) = 0, 
are treated in [2], but even for the time-invariant case, no information of the approximation error 
is given. 
Our approach is based on the existence of a solution X0 of the associated characteristic 
algebraic matrix equation 
X2+A1X+A0=0. (1.5) 
Continuing the ideas developed in [&lo], we obtain an expression for the general solution of the 
differential system 
x”(t) +&x’(t) +&x(t) =o (l-6) 
in terms of a solution X0 of (1.5) and two free vector parameters. This allows us to derive a 
Green’s matrix function for the system (1.2) that is expressed in terms of X0 and the exponential 
of matrices of the original dimension of the problem. Furthermore, the interplay between the 
solutions of the algebraic equation (1.5) and the boundary value problem (1.2), permits us to 
generate approximate solutions of problem (1.2) in terms of approximate solutions of (1.5). 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is concerned with some preliminaries related to 
the solvability of (1.5) and some important norm inequalities that will be used later. Section 3 
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studies the existence and uniqueness condition for solutions of problem (1.2) as well as the exact 
solution of (1.2) in terms of an exact solution X0 of (1.5). Section 4 provides approximate 
solutions of (1.2) and upper error bounds of them in terms of approximate solutions 2, and their 
error bounds of the solution X,, of (1.5). Finally, Section 5 studies the effect of using a numerical 
approximation for the matrix exponential in terms of PadC approximants. 
2. Preliminaries 
As the paper is based on the existence of a solution X,, of (1.5), we recall some efficient 
methods for obtaining a solution X0 of (1.5). 
Theorem 1 (Lancaster [12, p.491, Dennis Jr. et al. [4, p. 8361). Let us consider the matrix 
polynomial L(z) = z21 + A,z + A,, where Ai E RPxP, i = 0, 1, I denotes the identity matrix in 
IF4 rxP. If L( z) has p linearly independent right latent vectors b,, b,, . . . , br, corresponding to latent 
roots pl, . . . , pP, i.e., L(A,)b,=O, 1 <i <p, then X= QAQ-’ is a solution of (1.5) where 
Q = Lb,, . . . , b,] and A = diag( pl,. . . , pr). 
Theorem 2 (Eisenfeld [6, p.4761). Let us consider (1.5) where A, is an invertible matrix such that 
d, = (1 - 4 11 A,’ 11 II A,%, f2 > 0, (2.1) 
and let a,, b, be real numbers defined by 
1 - d, 
a1 = 2 II A,’ II ’ 
b, = (2 ]I A,‘]])-l. 
Then, starting from any matrix Z, with a, < o1 < b,, it follows that the sequence of matrices 
{Zn]n>l defined by 
Z n+l = G(Z,), G(Z,) = ~4,~2,2 -@A,,, n 2 1, 
is norm-convergent o a solution X,, of (1.5). Furthermore, if we consider the scalar function 
g(u) = II Al1 II u* + II 4% II> 
one has 0 < g’( a,) -C 1 and 
For the sake of clarity in the presentation of the paper we recall some interesting properties of 
the operator and the Frobenius norm, whose proofs may be found in [3,7,14,15]. If A, B are 
matrices in !R p xp and t is a real number, then 
II AB II G II A II II B IL II AB IIF G II A IIF II B IIF, (2.3) 
II A II G II A IIF G P~‘~ II A IL (2.4) 
and 
II exP(W - exP(tB) II ~exP(tIIBIl){exP(tIIA -4) - 1). (2.5) 
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If Ai E qxp, for 1 G i < 4, then from [15, p.401, it follows that 
Al 4 ll[ Ill 4 A4 G max{ II 4 II + II 4 IL II 4 II + II 4 II>. (2.6) 
If A, B are invertible matrices in Iw PXP, then from [7, p.281, it follows that 
11 A-’ - B-’ 1) < 11 B - AlI 11 A-‘11 11 B-’ Il. 
Finally, from [15, p.451, if A, B are matrices in lRPXP with A invertible and 
II A-‘II G (~0, IIA -Bll~Bo, ~oPo<L 
then B is also invertible and 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
II B-’ II G 1 _a: p . 0 0 
(2.9) 
Now we state a result whose proof may be found in [8]. 
Theorem 3 (Jodar [8, p.341). Let X0 be a solution of (1.5), then for any pair of uectors P, Q in 
R pxl, the function 
x(t) = xl(t)P + x,(t>Q, (2.10) 
where 
xl(t) = exp(tX,), x2(t)=l’exp((t-u)Xo) exp(u(X,+A,)) du, (2.11) 
defines a solution of the homogeneous ystem (1.6). Furthermore, vectors P, Q are related to the 
initial conditions x(0) = co, x’(0) = cl, by the equations 
P = x(o), Q = c1 - X,c, = x’(0) - X,x(O). (2.12) 
Let us consider the block matrix S = ( Sji)l G i,j G 2 defined by 
S,, = El + q exp(bX,), %i = (G + F, exp(bXo))X,, 
S,, = Fllb exp((b - s)X,) exp( -s( X0 + Al)) ds, 
0 
(2.13) 
S,, = E, + F2 X0 ( ibexp((b-s)X,) exp(-s(X,+A,)) ds+exp(-b(X,+Al)))Y 
and let S(n) = ( Sii( n))l G i, j Q 2 be the block matrix defined by 
S,,(n) = E, + 4 exp(b&), G,(n) = (ET + F, exp(b&))L 
S,,(n) = Fllb exp((b - s)&) exp( -s(Z,, +A)) ds, (2.14) 
G,(n) =E2 + F2 Z, ( /bexp((b-s)Z,)) exp(-s(Z,+A,)) ds+ exp(-b(&+&))). 
0 
We are interested in the norm 11 S - S(n) I(, under the condition 
II zn II G a? II x0 II =s a* (2.15) 
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For the sake of convenience we introduce the following constants 
c = (I+ a)@ + 2) exp(2ab) max{ II 6 II, II IT;; II>, 
d=max{llGiIl, II4 II; i=l, 2}, w=max{]lf(s)]j; OGsGb}. 
(2.16) 
From the definition of S and S(n), given by (2.13), (2.14), and taking into account (2.5), (2.15) 
and (2.16), it follows that 
II &I - %b) II G II 4 II exp@) {exp(b II x0 - &I II) - 11, 
II &, - %(n) II < (II 4 II + exP(ab) II 4 II) II X0 - Z, II 
+ a exP(ab) II F2 II hP(b II X0 - Zn II) - 11) 
II% - M4 II G 2b II 4 II exP(b(2a + II 4 Il)){ex~(b II X, - Zn II) - 11, 
II%-&(n) II 414 II exP(~(2~+II4Il)){~II X,- &II + (1 +a+ab)) 
x{exP(bIlX,-Z,II)-1}. 
The following result has been proved from (2.6). 
Lemma 4. Let us consider the block matrices S and S(n), defined by (2.13), (2.14), and let a, c be 
defined by (2.15) and (2.16), respectively, then it follows that 
ll~-~(~)II~IIX,-~~Il(~+II~~II)+~{~~P(~II~~-~,II)-~}. (2.17) 
3. On the exact solution of the boundary value problem 
Theorem 3 and the scalar variation of the parameters’ method suggest that we can express the 
general solution of system (1.1) in the form 
x(t) = x,(t) + xl(t)P + x,(t>Q, (3.1) 
where xl(t), x2(t) are defined by (2.11), P, Q are arbitrary vectors in Rpxl and xp( t) is a 
particular solution of (l.l), of the form 
x(t) = xr(t)P(t> + x&)Q(t>, (3.2) 
for appropriate vector functions P(t), Q(t). 
Let us consider the matrix function W(t) defined by 
P-3) 
where xl(t), x2(t) are the matrix functions defined by (2.11). Note that from (2.11), the matrix 
function v(t) = x;(t) - x;( t)( x1( t))-lx2( t) = exp( - t( X0 + A,)) is nonsingular, and from [9, 
Lemma l] it follows that W(t) defined by (3.3) is invertible in IR 2pxzp and its inverse 
T(t) =(Tj(t>>l<i,j<2 = (W(t))-’ has the blocks T12(t) and Tz2(t) defined by the expressions 
T,,(t) = -/‘exp(-uX,) exp((t-u)(X,+A,)) du, G(t) = exp(t(X, +&)>. 
0 
(3.4) 
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Let us choose the vector functions P(t), Q(t), such that 
Then one gets from (3.5) 
xi(t>P’(t) + x,(t)Q’(t) = 0, x;(t)P’(t) + x;(t)Q’(t) =f(t). 
Taking into account (3.6), the derivatives of xP( t) given by (3.2) take the form 
x;(t) =x;(+‘(t> +x;(t>Q(t>, x;(t) =x;‘(t)P(t) +x;‘(t)Q(t) +f(t), 
and thus 
x;(t) +A,xi(t) +A, p x (t) = (xi’(t) +Alx;(t) +Aoxl(t))P(t) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
+(x;‘(t) +A,x;(t) +A ,x&>)Q(d +f(t)=f(+ 
In consequence, if P(t), Q(t) are chosen so that equation (3.5) is satisfied, then xP( t) defined by 
(3.2) is a solution of system (1.1). From (3.4) and (3.5) one gets 
P(t) = - /b/,’ exp(-uX,) exp((s - u)(X,+A,)) f(s) ds du, 
(3.7) 
Q(t) = /d exp(dX, + 4)) f(s) ds. 
Thus the following result has been proved. 
Theorem 5. Let X0 be a solution of (1.5), then the general solution of system (1.1) is given by (3.2), 
where x1(t), x2(t) are defined by (2.11), xp( t) is defined by (3.2), (3.7) and P, Q are arbitrary 
vectors in R p x 1. 
Now, in order to find solutions x(t) of problem (1.2) a necessary and sufficient condition for 
the existence of them, is the existence of vectors P, Q in RPxl such that x(t) defined by (3.1), 
(3.2), (3.7), satisfies the boundary value conditions appearing in (1.2). By imposing these 
boundary conditions upon x(t), it follows that vectors P, Q must satisfy 
E,P+FI(exp(bXO)P+~bexp((b-u)XO) exp(u(X,+A,)) duQ)=G,-F,x,(b), 
E,(X,P+Q)+& XOexp(bX,))P+XO~bexp((b-u)XO) exp(u(X,+A,)) du 
+exp(--b(&+4)))Q 
=G,-&x;(b) 
=G2-F2 XOexp(bXO)P(b)+XOibexp((b-u)X,) exp(u(&+&)) du 
+exp(-b(& +4))Q(b)). (3.8) 
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Taking into account the block matrix S defined by (2.13), the algebraic system (3.8) may be 
written in the form 
(3.9) 
where 
M=Gl-Fl{exp(bXo)P(b)+~hexp((b-u)X,,) exp(u(X,+&)) due(b)), 
0 
X,exp(bX,)P(b)+ X,Jbexp((b-u)XO)exp(u(Xo+A1))du 
0 
(3.10) 
and J’(b), Q(b) are defined by (3.7). Thus, problem (1.2) has only one solution if and only if the 
block matrix S defined by (2.13) is invertible. In this case the unique solution of (1.2) is given by 
(3.1), (3.2), (3.7) with P, Q determined by 
[:]=+] 
(3.11) 
and M, N defined by (3.10). 
Theorem 6. Let us suppose that there exists a solution X0 of (1.5). Then problem (1.2) has a unique 
solution x(t), if and only if, the block matrix S defined by (2.13) is invertible. In this case, the 
unique solution x(t) is given by (3.1), where xl(t) are defined by (3.2), (3.7), and P, Q are 
determined by (3.11). 
Remark 7. In order to obtain an effective computation of the solution x(t) of problem (1.2) by 
means of Theorem 6, it is necessary to compute the integrals which define x*(t), P(t) and Q(t), 
as well as the exponentials of the type exp( tXo) or exp( t( X0 + A,)). We recall that in [16] useful 
methods for computing these integrals involving the exponential of matrices are given. These 
procedures are extremely easy to implement and yield an estimation of the approximation error. 
In the next section we will show that any iterative method for obtaining a solution X0 of (1.5) 
provides an iterative method for obtaining the solution of problem (1.2) which is closely related 
to the one of the solution X0 of the algebraic problem (1.5). 
4. Approximate solutions and error bounds 
In this section we are interested in obtaining approximate solutions of the boundary value 
problem when the uniqueness condition of Theorem 6 is satisfied and when we have a sequence 
of approximate solutions Z,, of (1.5), i.e. there exists a sequence of matrices { Z,, }n >i that is 
norm-convergent to a solution X0 of (1.5). Let us assume the existence of a solution X0 of (1.5) 
such that the matrix S defined by (2.13) is invertible. Then, from Theorem 6, the unique solution 
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of problem (1.2) is given by (3.1) where x,(2), x2(f) are defined by (3.2), (3.7), and P, Q are 
determined by (3.11). Let us consider the matrix functions 
xl,(t) = exp(tZA 
xZ&) = i’ exp@ - u>Z,> exp(u(Z, +A,)) du, 
and let x,,,,(t) be defined by 
(4.1) 
where 
x,,(t) = x,,(%(t> + xd>Qn(th (4.2) 
p,(t) = - /,y exp(-uz,,) exp((s - u)(Z, +A,)) f(s) ds du, 
(4.3) 
I 
Q,(t) = /d exds(Z + 4)) f(s) ds- 
Let S(n) be the block matrix defined by (2.14), and let us suppose that S(n) is invertible, and let 
M,,, IV,, be the matrices defined by 
W, = 6 - F,{exp(bZ,)P,(b) + Lb exp(@ - u>Z,) exp(u(Z, +&I) du Q,(@), 
N,=G,-F, 
i 
Z,,exp(bZ,)P,,(b)+ z,JI’exp((b--u)Z,,) exp(u(Z,+A,)) du 
[ 
+exp@(Z, +4,,]QnCi$ 
(44 
Note that the difference between the exact solution x(t) of problem (1.2), and the approximate 
solution x,(t), defined by 
x,(t) = x,,(MI + GIW, + x,,(t), 
where 
[~]=W$] 
may be written in the form 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
x(t) -x,(t) =x&)P - xr&>K + x,(t)Q - xzn(f)k +x,(t) -x,,(t) 
= { Xl(d - xIn(W + xb7mP - Ll 
+ { xz(t) - x,,@>)Q + x,,@)(Q - L) +x,(t) -x,n(d. 
Let a be defined by (2.15) and let (Y be such that 
11 s-’ II < 01. 
From (2.5), (3.11) it follows that 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
ll[XlG> - %Wl p II G a expW 
ll[ Ill f {exd~II&-ZnIIW)~ (4.9) 
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Note that from (2.5), (2.15), (2.16), (3.7) and (3.10) it follows that 
II P(b) II G wb2 exp(b(2a + II 4 II% II Q(b) II < wb e&da + II 4 II)). 
II M II G II G II + 2wb2 exdb(3a + 2 II 4 II>> II 4 IL 
II N II G II ‘3, II + II 4 II w(b + ab + b2) exp@@ + 2 II 4 II)). 
From (2.5), (2.15), (2.16), (4.1) and (4.9) it follows that 
II 44 II G ed4, II ~~~(4 II 6 t exd@a + II 4 II)), 
IlQll <d(l + 2w(b+ ub+ b2))a exp(b(3u+ 211 AIll)), 
IlMd - -4dl p II 
(4 .lO) 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
G da(1 + 2w(b + ub + b’)) exp(ut) exp(b(3u + 2 [IAl II)) {exp(t II X0 - Z,,) II - l}. 
(4.13) 
Note that from (3.11) and (4.6) one gets 
(4.14) 
From (2.7) and (4.14) it follows that 
G II s-’ II ll(s(w II IIS - w II M 
IL Ill N + llcw)-‘II M-M,, III Ill N-N,, ’ 
(4.15) 
Let /3 be a positive number such that @? < 1, where OL is defined by (4.8), then from (2.7) (2.8), 
if IIS-S(n)II<P, it follows that 
llwwll~ &. 
From (4.15) one gets 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
Let n, be a positive integer such that for n >, n, 
II& - Zn II (c + II E2 II> + +db II x, - Zn II) - 1) G P. (4.18) 
Hence, from (2.17), (2.16) and (4.11) it follows that for n 2 no 
II[ III c IIS-S(n)II~(c+IIE2Il)d(l+2w(b+ub+b2))exp(b(3u+211AlI()) 
x [II X, - Z II + {exdb II X, - 4, II) - 111. (4.19) 
From the definition of M and M,, given by (3.10) and (4.4), respectively and taking into account 
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(2.9, (2.15), (3.7), (4.3) and (4.10), it follows that 
II P(b) - c2(b) II G b2 ~exp(b(2~+IMII)) {ex~(bII&-&Al)-~)~ 
II Q(b) - Q,(b) II. b < w exp(bb + II 4ll>> {ex~(bll X, - Z, II> - I>, 
II ~4 - M, II G 5b2w II 4 II exp(b(3a + 2 II 4 II)) {exp(b II X0 - Zn II) - 1) y (4.20) 
II N - &I II G II F2 II w exdb@ + 2 II 4 II>> 2b2 II X, - -? II 
+(2b+3ab2) {exp(bIIX,-Z,,)-1). 
From (4.15), (4.16) and (4.20) one gets 
IV-K, II< exdb(3~+2114II)) [+I 
x { 5b*w + ad( c + II E, ll)(l + 2w( b + ub + b*)) [exp( b II X0 - Z, II) - l] 
+d+ + II E, ll>(l + 2w(b + ub + b*)) II X, - z,ll}> 
(4.21) 
IIQ-Lll~ & [ 1 exp(b(3a + 2 II 4 II)) 
x ([(c + II E2 ll)da(l + 2w(b + ab + b*)) + 2 II E; II wb*] II 4, - Z,, II 
+[(c+/I E, ll)dc~(l + 2w(b+ub+ b*)) + (2b+ 3ab*)] 
x [exdb II X0 - -7 II> - 11) . 
From (3.2) and (4.2), the difference x,(t) - x,,(t) may be written in the form 
x,(t) -x,,(t) = M) - Gl(W(t) + %W(W) - W)) 
+(x2(f) - x,,(t))Q0) + x,,(t)(Q(t) - Q,(t)). 
Taking norms in (4.22) and using (2.5), (2.15), (4.12), for t E [0, b], it follows that 
II x2(t) - x2,&) II G 2b exp(bb + II 4 II)) {ex~(bll X0 - Zn II> - I>, 
II x,(t> - x,&> II G 5b *w exp(b@ + 2 II 4 II)) {exdb II X0 - Z, II) - 1). 
Let p and y be the positive constants defined by 
p = 2da( c + II E, ll)(l + 2w( b + ub + b*)) + 2wb2 II F2 11, 
y = (1 + 2w( b + ub + b*))(l + 2b)ad + 5b*w + 
[ I 
& b2(2 + 5w + 3ub) 
+(c + )I E2 ll)(l + 2w)(l + b)dcu(l + 2w(b + ub + b*)). 
Hence, from (4.7), if t E [0, b], and n > n,, it follows that 
(4.22) 
(4.23) 
(4.24) 
(4.25) 
II x(t) - x,(t) II =G exp(b@ + 3 II 4 II)) { y[exdb II X0 - Z, II) - 11 + P II X0 - -C II>- 
(4.26) 
Thus the following result has been proved. 
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Theorem 8. Let us assume the existence of a solution X0 of (1.5) such that the block matrix S 
defined by (2.13) is nonsingular and let { Z,, },, >1 be a sequence of matrices in R rxp, convergent o 
X0 in the operator norm. Let a be an upper bound of ]I S-’ ]I defined by (4.8), and let /3 such that 
p -C a-l. If n, is a positive integer such that for n > no the condition (4.18) is satisfied, then the 
sequence of vector functions x,(t) defined by (4.5), where xl,(t), xzn(t), are given by (4.1), x,,(t) 
defined by (4.2) where K,, L, are determined by (4.6), is uniformly norm-convergent on the interval 
[0, b], to the unique solution x(t) of the boundary value problem (1.2). Furthermore, the 
approximation error ]I x(t) - x,(t) I] is given by (4.26), where p and y are defined by (4.24), (4.25) 
and w, d are defined by (2.16). In particular, the approximation error I] x(t) - x,,(t) ]I satisfies 
]Ix(t)-xn(t)I]=O(]]Xo-Z,,I]) uniformlyon [0, b], whenn-+co. (4.27) 
Remark 9. Note that Theorem 8 provides an iterative method for solving the boundary value 
problem (1.2) for each iterative method for solving the algebraic matrix equation. Furthermore, it 
is useful to obtain accurate approximate solutions. In fact, if we are interested in obtaining an 
approximate solution xn( t) such that I] x(t) - xn( t) II be less than an admissible prefixed error C, 
then considering the scalar increasing function h(u) defined by 
h(u) = exp(b(5a + 3 II AI II)) { y(exp(bu) - 1) + PU}, (4.28) 
where a, y and p are defined in Theorem 8, and taking u0 the root of the scalar equation 
h(u) = e, 
it follows that for n, large enough so that ]I X0 - Z, ]I G uO, for n 2 n,, one gets 
Ilxn(t) -x(t> IlGr for 0 < t < b and n 2 n,. 
In Section 3 an expression of the exact solution of problems of the type (1.2) is given in terms 
of exponentials of matrices involving a solution X,, of the algebraic matrix equation (1.5). The 
exact value of the exponential of a matrix is available when its exact eigenvalues are known [13, 
Chap. 91. Let us consider such an example. 
Example 10. Let us consider the problem 
.yt,+[ -; :;]xyt,+[ _; :;]x(t)=O, O<t<l, 
x(o) = co, x’(0) = Cl, 
where co and ci are vectors in R 2x1. Taking into account the method described in Theorem 1, 
see [4, p.8371, a solution X0 of the algebraic matrix equation 
x2+[-; :;]x+[_; ;;I=0 
is given by 
X=4 0 
0 
[ 1 0 2’ 
From Theorem 3, the unique solution of our problem is given by 
x(t) = exp(tX,)( p + Jb exp(d,) du Q}, (4.29) 
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where 
Ai=[ -; I;], 
and P, Q are defined by (2.12). Note that (4.29) coincides with (2.10), (2.11) because X,A, = A,X,. 
As A, is invertible, the solution X(t) given by (4.29) takes the form 
x(t)=exp(tX,,) {P+A;‘(exp(tA,)-I)Q}. (4.30) 
In order to compute exp( tA,), note that the eigenvalues of A, are zi = - 3 and z2 = - 7. From 
[13, p.3091, if we consider the polynomial 
4(2)=+{(~+7)exp(-3t)-(z+3)exp(-7t)}, 
it follows that exp( tA,) = q( A,). Thus one gets 
exp(tA,) = +{(A, + 71) exp(-3t) - (A, + 31) exp(-7t)). 
Hence, the solution (4.30) is exactly computed for given values of data c0 and ci. 
In order to show that the iterative method works satisfactorily and that the error bounds 
contain useful information we present an example where an exact solution of (1.5) is known. 
Example 11. Let I be the identity matrix in lR 2x2, and let us consider the boundary value 
problem (1.2) where A, = -I, A,, = +I, E, = I, Fl = 0, E2 = _F2 = I, G, = 0, G, = [‘,I, b = 1 and 
f(t) = 0 for 0 < t < 1. As the coefficient matrices of the corresponding algebraic equation (1.5) 
are diagonal, it is easy to show that a solution of such an equation is X,, = i(l - 5 -l12)1. On the 
other hand, the constants d,, a, and b, provided by Theorem 2 take the form 
and let 
{ZiJ is 
d, = 5-112, b,=:, a, = :(l - 5-9, 
z, = +I(1 - 5-l/2), (Yi = :<1 - 5- ‘12). Furthermore, the iterative sequence of matrices 
defined by 
Z n+l = G(Z,), G(Z,) = 2; + +I, 
and g(u) = u2 + :. Thus, g’(al) = 2al = +(l - 5-‘12) and from (2.2) it follows that 
]I Z,,- X,, 1) < [+(l - 5-1/2)]“(1 + 2(5-‘/‘))-‘f(5-‘I’) = (0.37)“(0.60). 
An easy computation shows that the matrix S defined by (2.13) takes the form 
S,, = 1, s,, = 0, s2, = X0 ew( X, > y 
S,, 2: I + (0.73) exp( - (X0 + Al)) + (0.27) exp( X0). 
The constants a, c, d and w defined by (2.15), (2.16) take the values 
W = 0, a=l, d=l, c = 6 exp(2). 
Using [9, Lemma 11, it follows that 
(4.31) 
(4.32) 
s-1 = 
[ 
I 0 
- s2;?s2, s,-,’ I 
and ]I S2;’ ]I = (1 + (0.73) exp(0.80) + (0.27) exp( -0.66)) -l, ]I S,, I] = (0.66) exp( -0.66). From 
(2.6) and (4.8) we can take (Y = 1, so that I] S-’ ]I < 1. Taking p = 0.9, the condition ap < 1 is 
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satisfied. In order to choose the integer n, so that the condition (4.18) is satisfied, let us take n, 
so that ]I X0 - 2, ]I <p 12(c + II E, ~~)~-‘, for n >, n,, i.e., 
11X0-Znlj<(0.9)(2+12exp(2))-’ fornan,. 
From (4.31), it is sufficient to take n, such that 
(0.37)” < 5(2 + 12 exp(2)))‘, n 2 n,. 
Taking logarithms, condition (4.33) is equivalent to the following one: 
n log(O.37) < log(O.Ol), n > n,. 
(4.33) 
Hence, n, = 5 satisfies the condition (4.33). 
In order to compute the approximation error, we need to compute the constants p and y 
defined by (4.24) and (4.25), respectively. In our case, we have 
y = 53 + 2(6 exp(2) + 1) = 143.668, p = 2(6 exp(2) + 1) = 90.668. 
From (4.26), for n 2 5, 0 < t < 1, it follows that 
]I x(t) - x,(t) I] < (2980.957) { 143.668[exp( ]I X0 - Z, I]) - l] + 90.668 ]I X0 - Z,, I]}. 
If we are interested in obtaining approximate solutions x,,(t) so that the error I] x(t) - x,,(t) ]I 
be less than a fixed positive number e, then one computes the root u0 of the scalar equation 
143.688(exp( u) - 1) + 90.668 u = 298; 957 
and according to Remark 9 and (4.31), it is sufficient to take n > 5 so that 
(0.37)“(0.60) < ZQ,. (4.34) 
Note that for any value of E the equation h(u) = e, where h(u) is defined by (4.28), is solvable 
because h is continuous and increasing, with h(0) = 0 and lim. ~ ,h( u) = + co. The exact 
solution of our boundary value problem is defined by the expression of x(t) given in Theorem 6, 
taking the solution X,, of the corresponding equation (1.5) and our particular values of G,, G, 
and f. 
The approximation x,,( t ) is defined in Theorem 8 and when one considers x,( t ) for values of 
n satisfying (4.34), the approximation error is less than e. 
5. The effect of using an approximation for the matrix exponential 
Sections 3 and 4 provide the exact and approximate solutions of the boundary value problem 
(1.2), depending on the knowledge of an exact solution X0 or an approximate solution Z,, of 
(1.5). In the second case the approximation error has been studied assuming that the exponential 
of several matrices can be computed exactly. This is in fact available when all eigenvalues of 
these matrices are known, see [13, Chap. 91, for instance. However, in practice this fact does not 
occur and it is interesting to consider the effect of using approximations for the matrix 
exponential. There are many different ways to approximate the matrix exponential [14], and thus 
each one provides its particular effect. In the following we take into account the approach given 
by Van Loan [16], using PadC approximants of the matrix exponential. Let A be a matrix in 
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02 pXp and suppose we are interested in the numerical computation of exp( AA), where A is a 
positive real number. Following the ideas of [16], adapted to our particular goal of approximat- 
ing exp( AA), the algorithm is described as follows: 
(1) Let j be the smallest nonnegative integer such that 
2’-’ >, A( p + 3 )I A li;)1’2. (5.1) 
Set t, = A/2’. 
(2) If q >, 1 and R,,(z) is the (q, q)-PadC approximant of exp( z), defined by 
R,,(z) = c ( ’ $zk)( i ck(-z)ij jl, ck = (2$$$$), > 
k=O k=O . . 
compute F0 = R,,(AA/2’). 
(3) For k=O, l,..., j-l, set Fk+i=@. 
(4) F = I;; approximates exp( A A). 
Furthermore, the approximation error 11 F - exp( AA) IjF satisfies 
II F’- exp(AA) IIF s &A e(A) exp(~A), (5.2) 
where 
w2 
6 = 23-24(3 II A II: +P?‘* (2q)l(2q + 1)1 ) (5.3) 
W> = ,ysa~Jl edAs) IIF- . . 6.4) 
Note that the error bounds obtained in Section 4 are expressed in terms of the operator norm 
II . 11, but taking into account (2.4), both error bounds can be expressed with the same norm. In 
particular, it follows that 
II F- exp(AA) II<6A 0(A) exp(SA). (5.5) 
Let us consider the constants a, c, d, w, a, p introduced in the previous sections, and note 
that from (2.4) and (2.15), it follows that 
II 2, IIF G P1’2aY II x0 IIF G P1’2a, II 4 IIF G P1’2 IV II- P-6) 
For the sake of convenience we introduce the following constants: 
K,= 23b2 exp(b(a + l)p’/2)[exp(p”2b) + b exp(b) + exp(p’j2(a + b+ I( A,/[))] 
x [ p(3a2 + 1 + 3 II A, (12)]1’2, 
K, =p’12da(l + 3w(b2 + ab + b)) exp( p’/2(3ab + 2b II A, II)), 
K, = exp( p”2(3ab + 2b (I A, II)) 
x exp( p1/2(3ab + 2b II 4 II>), 
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K4 = 23b3 exp(bp”*(3a + 1 + 11 A, II))[ p(3a2 + 1 + 311 A, 112)]1’2 
+ w( b* + 2b) K, exp( bp1/*(2a + 1 + II A, II)) 
+ [K, + b exp( bp’/*(2a + II A, l/))]23b2~ exp( bpr’*( a + 1 + 1) A, II)) 
x (K, + 2uK, + K2(exp(2abp1’*) - 1)). (5.7) 
Let q. be large enough so that 
v = 2’( ~(3a* + 1 + 3 11 A 112))1’2 (2q;;;;;;;!~21)’ < ‘. (5 4 
Let us denote by X,(t) the expression obtained when we replace the matrix exponentials which 
appear in xn( t) by the corresponding Pad6 approximant defined at the beginning of this section. 
Then taking into account the upper error bounds obtained in Section 4 and (5.2)-(5.Q it is 
straightforward to show that for q >, qo, 0 G t < b and for n > no (no being defined in Theorem 
Q 
II x,(t) - X,&) II G (q!)2{ (2q)!@q + 1)V) -lK,. (5 -9) 
Hence, if we use Pad6 approximants for computing matrix exponentials, the approximation error 
11 x(t) - X,(t) II satisfies 
II 44 - %&> II G II44 - XnW II + II x,(t) - %2(d II7 
and in order to obtain an approximation X,(t) of the exact solution x(t), so that the error be 
less than a prefixed admissible error 6, it is suffficient to consider an approximation Z, of the 
exact solution X0 of (1.5), such that II x(t) - x,(t) II < &, for a certain value of n. This may be 
obtained by using Theorem 8. Then we compute a value of q such that q G qo, where q. is 
defined by (5.Q such that 
(q!)*{ (2q)!(2q + 1)!24} -l < &. 
5 
(5.10) 
When the value of q satisfying (5.10) is determined, we approximate the matrix exponentials 
appearing in xn( t) using the (q, q)-Pad6 approximant defined above and we get the approxima- 
tion X,(t) with the desired accuracy. 
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